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Rom	12:1-2	-		

Be	not	conformed	to	world	-	squeezed	by	pressure	so	outside	looks	like	the	world	
Be	transformed	-	Process	by	which	what	you	really	are	on	the	inside	comes	to	outside		
Prove	the	good,	acceptable,	and	perfect	will	of	God	
Only	done	by	renewing	our	mind	

Review	
Transforming	what	God	put	inside	you	to	the	outside	

Legal	to	the	vital		
Slide	1	“Inside to the Outside” 

The	problem	-	spirit	and	body	cannot	contact	each	other	
Slide	2 “Two Realms in Man”  

The	soul	bridges	these	two	realms	in	us	
Consists	of	1)	mind,	2)	will	&	3)	emoOons 
Slide	3	“Soul	as	the	Bridge”	

The roles God designed for each part of us 
Same as the roles for Father, Son & Spirit 
Spirit contains God’s will 
Soul responsible for carrying it out 
Body is physical agent to make it happen 

The battle is for your will in your soul 
Both God & Satan want to work their will through your will 
The battlefield is your mind 
Slide 4 “Battle for Your Soul” 

Mind is the gateway to your heart - 
Mind	controls	what	goes	into	your	heart	(spirit)	
Your mind also controls what comes out of your spirit 

How the mind works - not scientific analysis but practical from Word of God 
Our mind works in patterns of thoughts 

Some are logical - some are emotional 
All are patterns we have developed  
Traditions are an example - e.g married couples’ standard argument 

2 Cor 10:4-5 describes the process 
Thoughts – the basic piece of information that mind receives 

   What Satan uses 

   Some are very clear – some are very subtle 

   Receiving thoughts all of the time 

  Imaginations – picture in mind made up of mosaic of thoughts over a period of time 

   Mental image 

   Image made up of little dots which determine the picture - e.g.pixels 
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  Image affects our will – what we can & cannot do (weightlifter) 

  Strongholds  

When image becomes so established that it has become reality to us 

Real to us whether it is true or not true 

One thought triggers reaction 

Why we seem to have no control 

Why we don’t seem to know why we reacted that way 

Thoughts 

 Basic unit of thought that your mind uses 

  Everything in our mind starts with thoughts 

   - emotions don’t come out of nowhere 

   - emotions are result of thoughts 

   - they can be changed by changing our thoughts 

   - what you believe starts with thoughts 

 In order to renew your mind, simply change thoughts 

It’s not what you see or hear that affects you, it is the thought about it that follows e.g. 

child bumping head 

   Where thoughts come from  

    1) your spirit 

    2) demons 

    3) your own mind 

    4)  other people 

   Thoughts are often unnoticed or seem insignificant 

   Thought is not yours until or unless you accept ownership 

    1) e.g., UPS delivery 

    2) act of your will 

    3) if we do not control door anything comes in 

    4) we as Christians have authority to control 

    5) Satan’s device – gives you an evil thought & condemns you for it 

     - tries to get you discouraged so you will let it in 
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     -  not your thought until you accept it 

     -  if you get thoughts that you do not want, must not be yours 

Imaginations – or images 

  Made up of a series of thoughts over time that paint a picture 

   1) thoughts are like dots on a picture 

   2) impressionist painters 

    -  up close they look like just marks on canvass 

    -  at a distance can see picture 

    -  purpose of technique is to give an impression 

   3)  must realize that every thought is a dot on some picture being formed in your mind 

4) our mind is designed to try to form meaning out of whatever enters it 

4) e.g. dot-to-dot drawings (images) 

Slide 5 “Connect Dots Plain” 

Slide 6 “Connect Dots Right” 

Slide 7 “Connect Dots Wrong” 

 Images are like dreams – exist only in your mind 

  1) disappear when you wake up 

  2) can replace it 

  3) an image may be of something that is true but it is not the truth itself – e.g. picture 

of Luca 

 Even though image is not real it has a controlling influence on you as if it were real 

  1)  images seem real – like a vivid dream 

  2) Peter on the water 

    -  when he saw what Jesus saw, he could do it 

    -  when he became conscious of the wind, he became conscious of his own 

limitations 

 Most important images = God & self 

 Because image only exists in your mind, it can be changes 

  1) changed by creating a new image to replace old 

  2) done by changing the dots or thoughts to form a new picture 
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Stronghold – images that have become so real & controlling that they are part of us 

 Become so established that 1 thought triggers it 

   1) like a computer program 

   2) married couples reaction triggered by a glance 

   3) explains why one thought can trigger a reaction we don’t want 

 What we are really struggling against 

   1) formed from early childhood 

   2) world around us reinforces them – how we are conformed to world 

 Because it is made of images it only exists in mind 

   1) same as image discussed above 

   2) may be of something true but it is not the truth 

 Because it is only in the mind, it can be changed 

   1) changed by replacing the image or images that made it 

   2) done by putting in new dots or images 

 Goal is for the Word to become a stronghold 

 This is what has kept the legal side from becoming the vital 

   1) what God has done from becoming real in us 

   2) meta morphuo 

   3) Jesus kept trying to stretch His disciples to do what He did 

 Eph 1:18 – “The eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that ye may know what is 
the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the saints,” 
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